Exclusive Email to all the Parties in the World
World(2012/7/5)

Dear staffs of all the Parties in all the Nations
charge density wave method can make more hydorogen gas than
Water Fuel
Fuel＝charge
energy input

It's not farud,but fact. Stanley Meyer's Water Fuel Cell(WFC)
Cell(WFC)could be emergent salvation
for the world facing deadly climate caused by carbon energy.
http://waterfuelcell.org/index.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/meyerswatercell.htm
WFC can generate hydogen gas by less energy input ,but the gas can generate more
energy output than input one. However,the manifest experimental proof has been rather
modest possibly due to some fear.Following is a sample.
http://www.panaceauniversity.org/Ravi%20Cell.pdf
*This converts to 4.66 CC of H2/sec which converts to 16.776 Lits / hour 16.776 x 2.4 watts

(Faraday/lit/hour generation) = 40.262 Watts.

Ravi seems to be generating the

equivalent of 40.2 watts as per Faraday with just 6.12 Watts. This would mean he is
generating 550% excess as the above works out to 40.2/6.12 x 100 = 656.86%656.86 - 100
(Faraday) = 556.86% OU !! .

]:The Background
[０]:The
Recently I got marvelous news Stanley Meyer's Water Fuel
Fuel,which could be emergent
salvation for the world facing deadly climate due to carbon energy
energy.
http://www.ameg.me/
Water Fuel could easily replace with Gasoline having been dominating the world wide.
It's terrible author's mistake not to have noticed it before.Then it may be also tragedy that
they had invented outrageous mechanism
mechanism,though they could not understand the decent
physical principle.As the consequence,they had to allow encoutering awful suppresions by
free energy technology in general
the oil industry with academic authority.Because those(free
general)
is evdently breaking down so called energy conservation low the decisive dogma in
modern science.However also author could present the principle as follows in decent
standard physics
physics.

(available energy)
(invisible negative gravity field energy).
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To tell from the beginning,this universe was created also from nothing energy with
the almighty being
nothing physical low
low(＝the
being).Once this universe had been created(BIG
BANG), then the physical low was to rule on.Physical vaccume field could create particle a+
and negative particle a- simuletaneusly from nothing and anihilate them into nothing
instantaneously at anytime any where in this universe. It is called vaccume polarlization
phenomenon.then 0＝+a―a in any physical quantities.
phenomenon
＊
nothing
time

＊
pair creation

pair anihilation

nothing

Vaccume polarization is breaking causality low which claim that
nothing become nothing forever.That is contradiction which states

space x

nothing is nothing and non-nothing simuletaneously.

Then note that pair creation is repulsive force,while pair anihilation is attractive force.
The latter is dominant for generating attractive gravitational force between two separated
matters.The above mentioned matters are officially certificated by world physical soceity,
the almighty being
but exception is (＝the
being).
- the summary1,The WFC ( Water Fuel Cell ) based on the work by Stanley Meyer uses ordinary tap water
or distilled water, this is not a common Faraday electrolysis process, the WFC uses the
parametric resonance effect with High Voltage and Low Current to split the water molecule.
Note the reaction cell has capacitor structure.
CDW
2,Charge Density Wave(CDW
CDW) radiated by capacitor antenna is created from nothing
energy<Nicola Tesla's scalar wave technology>.Note ideal capacitor never consume
energy,but that could radiate longtitudinal electric wave creating positive energy .<portable
phone radiates transversal electromagnetic wave by energy consuming antenna>.
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf
3,CDW could break chemical bonding(so called Coulomb Explosion) to generate hydrogen

and oxygen gas in water ?!!.
Now author is to try to veryfy it. The WFC may be charge density wave field ?! .
*Note chemical bonding is due electrostatic force between +/－ charge in atoms.

]:
Generating H2 gas not by DC electrolysis,but by splitting H2O molecular with
[１]:
]:Generating
something AC alternate current(unipolar pulse train).
(1)Ordinal DC direct current electrolysis in water never create energy ! .
1mole H2 hydogen gas generating by DC electrolysis ＝<(240KJ＋more loss energy) /mol>
input. 1mole H2 hydogengas burning to H2O＝240KJ/mol output
output, Then most efficiency＝
(output/input) is told about 80％. None could create energy from this ordinal method !.

(2)Note Stanley Meyer's Water Fuel is generated not by DC current electrolysis ,but by
something AC one(unipolar pulse train).
http://www.google.com/ patents ?vid=4936961

The WFC ( Water Fuel Cell ) based on the work of Stanley Meyer uses ordinary tap water
or distilled water, this is not a common Faraday electrolysis process, the WFC uses the
parametric resonance effect with High Voltage and Low Current to split the water molecule.
However this explanation could not be sufficient.
http://jnaudin.free.fr/wfc/index.htm

]:Coulomb Ｅxplosion
xplosion
In general ,Ｃharge
harge Density Wave(CDW) can destroy
[２]:Coulomb
xplosion＝In
molecular bonding due to reducing electrostatic force
force..
(1)The most simple way for the affirmation.
Charge density wave is similar to longitudinal accoustic wave with higher pressure phase
and lower pressure one.Then former could be positve charge,while the latter is negative
one.
＋＋ －－ ＋＋ －－ ＋＋
＋＋ －－ ＋＋ －－ ＋＋
＋＋ －－ ＋＋ －－ ＋＋
Thus a phase interval at a space is to form same charge density space.Consequently the
space could reduce chemical bonding force due to static Coulomb force caused by between
(+/－) charges.This is to destroy chemical bonding of water to generate hydorogen and
oxygen gasses.
:blight metal catalyst surface zone is CDW for chemical reactions
*example:blight
reactions.
Gold,silver,platina have very blight surface zone where many free electrons are filled and
they reflect incidence light.Such zone is a CDW of DC(direct current),so chemical bonding
is weaken to cause following chemical reactions in the zone.

reaction barrier

Coulomb explosion
(2)"Coulomb
explosion" could be seen in some websites.
(3)10141-23:General Analysis on Room Temperature Nuclear Fusion from the View of
Statistical Hybrid Hamiltonian Theory,sbnp to Chem.Soc.Jpn,1991/3/13.

This was rejected paper to publish,then author shall loadup it to site before long.
]:
harge Density Wave(CDW) can be radiated from capacitor antenna without
[３]:
]:Ｃharge
energy consumption exept some small loss factors
factors<Nicola Tesla's scalar wave
technology>...
(1)The most simple way for the affirmation.
Charge density wave is radiated by capacitor anttena in general. Note so called passive
electrical circuit elements are{capacitor＝Ｃ，inductor＝Ｌ ,resitor＝Ｒ}.Then inductor and
capacitor never consume energy in general. That is,radiation of charge density wave as
electrostatic field propagation never consume energy,but the wave could have energy. .
(2)This is for specialists.
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf

]:Total Energy Conservation Low with longitudinal gravity field of negative energy.
[４]:
invisible space enabling attraction force is negative energy field.
(0)invisible
Let's imagine opposit sign of charges (+) and (-) between which there is attractive force
force.
To separate them so far to diminish the force,you need positive work=＋E to establish zero
energy state of nothing interactin force.Then initial state of attractive force has negative
e
energy －E＋E=０．So attractive force of electirical or gravitational could be be negativ
negative
energy due to interacting media space
space(vaccume field). Without negative force, matter
could not be stable in general.
(1)The most simple way for the affirmative understanding.
E＝mc^2.<Einstein's formula for mass and energy rlation>.Then energy creation＝dE is
simuletaneously mass creation=dm which generate negative energy of universal gravity
field（-dE).

(2)The 2nd simple way for the affirmation.
electirical force and gravity force were the same family
To tell from the beggining,electirical
member of quantum gravitational force＝SU(11;1). This is due to the most recent
conclusion,but officially not addmitted.
http://www.777true.net/QFTstructure1.pdf
Therefore, it is no wonder negative electirical energy changes into gravity one.
When this universe was created in BIG BANG,so called quantum gravitational force
force＝
SU(11;1) was dominated toward all.As the universe goes expanding,the temperature was to

go down <in the beginning there were 12 companies,however economic decline reduced
them to 3 joint coms at last>and with it, the force was to bifurcated to some families
{SU(3)strong force,SU(2)weak force in nuclei ,U(1)electromagnetic force}.However dead
com elements has been alive as so called zero point oscilation of extremely weak . The
most famous one in such dead them is universal gravity force in this universe(the
extremely weak force).

Total Energy Conservation Low in this Universe.
(3)This is for specialists.Total
all postive material energy
all negative gravity field energy.
0＝all
energy－all
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Gguide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/img006-Quantum-Gravity-Dynamics-the-summary.pdf

]:No patent monopoly policy on WFC could save the deadly world !!.
[５]:No
Certainly Stanley's invention are patents,so people must pay the copyright fee.Then you
could invent modified better versions of WFC by the conception charge density
wave(CDW).Author has been expecting these favourable results,therefore author has been
disclosing the principle and mechanismof CDW.*(knowhows on CDW disclosed in my site
are free,however author don't abandon the copyright itself).One decisive reason for the free
is the suppresion by the industry with academic authority.So authorhimself could not realize
the pragmatical implementation due to lack of man & monetary power. People could not
understand and support theory,but realized action. WFC could be decisive device to
overcome the emergent deadly climate collapse
collapse.People must be awaken that this world
has been upside down and going toward hell of fireball earth !!.
http://www.ameg.me/
*If author could have sufficient time,he wish to disclose more details on CDW with regard to
]:
WFC. For example,important qunatitical analysis
analysis<[[２]:
]:(3)> on chemical dissociation by
CDW has not been known. This work is for chemists in general.The application field would
be wide..

